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At FESPA in Hamburg, Folex presents its wide media assortment for large format ink jet printers.
The range continues to grow, offering customers high quality, consistent and reliable European
produced materials, with coatings suitable for all the current ink jet printing technologies such as
latex, solvent, aqueous, and UV inks.
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DIGITAL PRINTING
On the Folex booth (Hall A1, Stand E1) the company will premier new materials in the field of water
resistant, nanoporous substrates. New will be a white high glossy, permanent adhesive vinyl offering
very high print speed capabilities, and super-fast ink absorption with a water resistant layer. Perfect
for those challenging applications.
Also on show will be the complete family of window graphic and tack films, perfect for window
graphics, point of sale and signage. New to the range will be a very user friendly, ultra-removable
tack film with a unique suction system providing a hassle free application of the product to any
smooth glossy surfaces. The coating for solvent now includes an upgrade with even better performance, faster ink absorption, increased colour vibrancy and shorter drying times.
More highlights can be expected in the area of colour separation: the ‘ReproJet’ series for pigment
and eco-solvent inks offers the necessary resolution and high density for the most demanding screen,
flexo and pad applications and here the range is today the most extensive in the industry. On offer are
a wide variety of product performances and price points to satisfy all spectrums of the market.
FILMS FOR INPUT SYSTEMS
In the field of films for input systems, we will be presenting our complete range of films and their
applications in screen and industrial digital printing at FESPA 2017. We also show the possibilities
of using some of our films in the area of printed electronics. In this context, we will be presenting
a project with the company Lüscher and the Folex EL film, latest generation to a larger audience.
The electrically conductive (110 Ohm/sq.), flexible and transparent polyester film "EL-NG" can now
also be structured by means of laser ablation. This method is an interesting addition to highresolution circuits since the finest conductor sections can then be realized.
Folex looks forward to welcoming you to the booth.
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ABOUT FOLEX
The Folex group specialises in the finishing and coating of films and specialities and has production companies based in
Switzerland (Schwyz) and Germany (Cologne and Erlangen) that offer high-quality products and tailor made services for a
wide variety of markets. Today Folex offers solutions for many sectors, from the printing industry or digital and large format
printing, the office and home sector, all the way to primary products for the electronics industry.
More information on the complete portfolio is available at www.folex.com
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